
MONEY MANAGEMENT

Example: *Average class: 150.
x 2 classes/week = 300./week

(1 class = approx 2 hrs “work”)

*300./week x 4 weeks = 1200.
(or 8 classes/month = 16 hrs “work”)

*Income will vary depending on the
amount of business  you choose to do. 

You will probably want to deposit your income weekly, however,
I have put this in a monthly form to simplify the concept.    

1200. per month:     720. – 60% 
120. – 10%   

360. – 30%

720. (60%) - to reorder each month (600. whsl)  
(additional 120. over the 600. is for sales tax and business supplies)

Sapphire Star Consultant each quarter (1800.)
company prize & star for your ladder

120. (10%) - to hold in savings for Career 
Conference, Seminar, Preferred Customer 

Mailing, etc. (1440. /yr)

360. (30%) -  for loan payment and “pay check”.  
Approx. 100. loan pmt = 260. per month

for 16 hrs of work or 16.25/hr

Additional or less income is figured exactly the same way.

Consistently working is your key to success!

“work” = play with a purpose                    
                                      



OPENING YOUR MARY KAY BUSINESS 
USING “SOMEONE ELSE’S” MONEY

CREDIT CARD #1    CREDIT CARD #2
   

BEGIN WITH A ZERO BALANCE                                   REVOLVING ACCOUNT
CARD TO FINANCE YOUR BUSINESS    USE TO REORDER INVENTORY

           (restock your shelves)
EXAMPLE: BEGIN MK BUSINESS WITH 1800. SEC 1          

          1800.00 +++                 600.00 / MONTH
            175.00   BOULEVARD SOFTWARE                 720.00 NEEDED (approx.)
              31.95   BUSINESS CARDS-MK IMPRESSIONS
         _________

2500. 00     Approximately   PAID IN FULL EACH MONTH

NEVER ACCRUES INTEREST!
+++  =  sales tax on initial inventory, business supplies
             to get started, sales tax on bonus products, etc.

  A REGULAR CREDIT CARD IS A 
ONCE INITIAL BUSINESS SET UP HAS BEEN                     GREAT IDEA FOR YOUR REVOLVING
PURCHASED, DO NOT USE THIS CARD AGAIN   ACCOUNT RATHER THAN A DEBIT 
UNTIL IT HAS BEEN PAID IN FULL.   CARD, TO AVOID POSSIBLE 
PAY 100.00 PER MONTH LOAN PAYMENT.   ACCOUNT RESTRICTIONS.
ALL INTEREST IS TAX DEDUCTIBLE IF
A ZERO BALANCE CARD HAS BEEN USED.

I STRONGLY RECOMMEND NOT
COMBINING THIS INVESTMENT WITH 
PERSONAL FINANCES.  WHEN MARY KAY INCOME
IS MANAGED SEPARATELY, YOUR BUSINESS WILL
BE SELF-SUSTAINING AND SHOULD NEVER
ADVERSELY AFFECT YOUR HOUSEHOLD BUDGET
OR PERSONAL SAVINGS.

***********************************************************************************************************

If you choose a bank loan to finance your business, the proceeds must be deposited into a separate checking account (instead of your 
personal/household checking account) as proof of business use to avoid possible loss of tax deductions from the IRS.   It is still very 
advisable to have a business credit card for ordering convenience instead of a money order or cashier’s check.  

************************************************************************************************************

I use an interest bearing Savings Account to hold my 60% + 10% until funds are needed to 
make the payment for credit card #2.   My 30% is deposited into personal checking to 
make the loan payment on credit card #1 and the rest is mine.

This system has allowed me to operate my business professionally and responsibly.
The funds set aside for Inventory and Expenses are considered operating capital to keep 
my business running smoothly.  I never have trouble finding the money I need to attend 
Seminar, Retreats, Leadership or any other event by following this money system.

Wherever you are in your business, growth is inevitable when you work at INCOME 
PRODUCING ACTIVITIES consistently and acquire a positive attitude toward money 
management by making wise business decisions.     
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